Invaluable partners
also in wiring design for RVs
Hidden, nearly invisible, electrical wiring is a fundamental component of recreational vehicles: CBE is increasingly engaged in this specific area of production. Design partnership,
top-flight quality control and absolute punctuality in delivery times are points of reference
in the CBE wiring offering.
Words Andrea Cattaneo

T

hough CBE is known above all for
its work in the development, production and sale of 12V and 230V
power management units, battery chargers
and photovoltaic modules, in recent years
the Trento-based company has seen great
growth in the area of wiring, earning the
recognition of various recreational vehicle
manufacturers. Wiring supply began in the
second half of the 1970s, but in the new
millennium CBE significantly increased turnover for this particular production segment.
The company took significant steps, first
purchasing a historic Italian supplier, then
creating a start-up in Tunisia, in an industrial district geared strongly towards wiring
for the automotive sector. Further development was recorded starting from 2014,
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with a distinct increase in production, to the
extent that wiring today accounts for 38%
of the company’s total business. The figures
are clear: in 2017 CBE produced more than
350,000 wirings and its wirings have been
installed on more than 40,000 recreational
vehicles. In some cases these are complete
systems for motorhomes, in others specific
wiring for particular requirements.
“The wiring production sector is an increasingly strategic one for our company,”explains Dorian Sosi, sales manager Italia for
CBE, “and has contributed to the increased
turnover that we’ve recorded in the latest
period. State-of-the-art motorhomes have
increasingly extensive wiring and ever more
connections, in order to guarantee the increased demand for comfort. Today there

are more than 500–600 metres of wiring
on a mid-level motorhome, while on large
super-luxury motorhomes there can be as
many as 2.000 metres. The growth in our
turnover in the wiring segment is due both
to the arrival of new clients and increased
supply to certain established clients who,
in light of a marked increase in production,
asked for our assistance in producing the
wiring, obtaining a cost saving and increase
in quality.”
Success in this segment of production is
due to precise choices: new machinery was
purchased, the production area was increased by an average of 30% at the two
production sites (LCE in Italy and SCT in
Tunisia), and two new professional figures
were employed, with a staffing increase of
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approximately 40%. The adoption of the
ERP software in use for years at CBE also
in the production sites in Arco in Italy and
Soliman in Tunisia was fundamental. This
enabled real-time monitoring both of the
situation in terms of staff engaged in production and of the material requirements
for each individual production unit and for
each single production batch. Making this
development possible was the SAP Business
One ERP software, with the LPOne add-on,
customised for CBE’s specific requirements,
enabling complete and continuous monitoring of the requests, orders and stock levels
of the three production facilities. This was
such a brilliant solution that it earned CBE
the 2017 SMAU Milano Innovation Award
presented at SMAU (Office Machine and
Equipment Exhibition), the leading Italian
trade fair dedicated to Information & Communications Technology, for “the high level
of innovation in its reference sector through
the use of innovative digital tools”.
“CBE has specialised increasingly in recreational vehicle wiring,” adds Paolo Moiola, International Sales Manager, “and this
means using cables and connections conceived for the automotive sector, but facing very different problems from those in
that sector. The production and purchasing processes of the motorhome sector are
different to those of the car industry: the
production batches are very small and there
is a distinctly high number of modifications
requested. You also have to work with tighter deadlines.”
Wiring is a strategic point of reference for

RV manufacturers, one of the first components to be installed on the assembly line,
and it’s fundamental to observe lead times:
otherwise there’s the risk of halting the entire production process. The structure of
CBE has long guaranteed the utmost punctuality in delivery, every time. But it’s also design partnership that makes the difference,
as well as the build quality and reliability of
the product. CBE is the only electrical com-

ponents supplier for RVs that designs and
produces wiring autonomously for the motorhome sector. This means always having
total quality control over the materials, components and assembly.
Safety is at the heart of design, production,
monitoring and inspection activities for CBE
systems. The electrical and electronic components are certified and the dimensions of
the electrical wiring and thermo-mechanical
protections are always designed in relation
to the currents, operating temperatures and
specific characteristics of the applications on
motorhomes. They are also fully compliant
with strict European standards. The connectors and terminals are largely standard-type
a nd easy to obtain, whereas connection
with the various appliances is made where
possible through special connectors featuring Secondary Locks for safety, capable
of ensuring stable connections even with
heavy vibration and stress. It should finally
be noted that 100% of the wiring produced
is inspected directly by CBE.

Company Profile

W

ith a history of more than 40 years, CBE is a leading company in Europe in the
field of electrical and electronic systems for recreational vehicles and boats.
Headquartered in Trento, Italy, CBE is a project partner of motorhome and caravan
manufacturers around the world. CBE develops customised solutions for all aspects of
on-board electrical systems, from control panels to distribution boards, from chargers
to sensors, sockets, switches and even complete vehicle wirings. Quality, reliability and
safety are constant features of CBE’s operational dynamics. CBE has obtained UNI EN
ISO 9001:2000 certification.
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